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Johan Sarrazin1,2, Emmanuel Promayon2, Michael Baumann1 and Jocelyne Troccaz2
Abstract— 3D UltraSound (US) probes are used in clinical
applications for their ease of use and ability to obtain intra-
operative volumes. In surgical navigation applications a calibra-
tion step is needed to localize the probe in a general coordinate
system. This paper presents a new hand-eye calibration method
using directly the kinematic model of a robot and US volume
registration data that does not require any 3D localizers. First
results show a targeting error of 2.34 mm on an experimental
setup using manual segmentation of five beads in ten US
volumes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, 3D US volumes are increasingly used in clinical
applications. The trade-off between the ease of use, the
convenience, the image quality and the acquisition time of
3D volumes facilitate the development of new US guidance
techniques in medicine. During medical procedures intra-
operative US volumes can be used to register other intra-
operative US volumes or to guide the surgeon during inter-
ventions. These US volumes can also be registered with pre-
operative MR or CT images where the definition of targets
can bring valuable information.
However, the US probe alone does not provide any way
of positioning each US volume in a single reference frame.
In a majority of medical applications, the calibration of the
probe is needed to register all data in the same mathematical
space. To overcome this shortcoming the literature mainly
presents two types of calibration techniques using external
3D localizers [1]. In these techniques, a tracking reference
frame is fixed on the probe and US volumes are acquired
from a tracked phantom immersed in a water bath, as it
explained in [1], [2] and [3], or by directly registering US
volumes [4].
During ultrasound guided prostate biopsy intervention, a
well-distributed tissue sampling has to be performed using
TransRectal UltraSound volumes (TRUS) in order to assess
the presence of prostate cancer. A robot described in [5] that
holds the 3D US probe may be used to efficiently sample
areas in the prostate. The calibration of this system could
be an effective way to collect additional data to enable
registrations. The calibration methods describe above have
the drawbacks of requiring an external equipment such as
tracking device and calibration rig. The reference frame fixed
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on the probe has to be detected by the tracking device which
generally comes with a loss of movements’ freedom. The use
of large water basin or any other bulky device may also be
problematic for day to day clinical use or involve additional
electrical risks.
From these observations, a new method to calibrate a robot
- US probe holder system by using the robot kinematic model
and a 3D US volume registration algorithm was developed.
Probe positions and orientations can be calibrated to the US
volumes. In a previous work [6], a feasibility study of this
method was performed. Preliminary results were obtained by
simulating the robot via an optical Polaris localizer (NDI-
Northern Digital Inc., Canada) and a tracker reference frame
rigidly fixed on the 3D US probe. This initial study gave us a
RMS targeting error of 1.83mm. It also allowed us to obtain
a test bench to evaluate the accuracy of the robot compared
to the existing tracking methods using optical localizers.
Another interesting finding was that the manual segmentation
of glass beads, serving as fiducials, in US volumes of average
quality may induce a significant noise in the calibration
result.
In this paper, we present the first results obtained by
this hand-eye calibration method using the actual robot on
a real experiment setup with a phantom. We evaluated the
robustness of the method by performing a sensitivity study
based on the impact of the segmentation noise on one hand,
and the impact of the noise induced by both the robot sensors
and by the registration method on the other hand. To describe
this work, the method is presented in Section II. In the third
section, the targeting error resulting during the experimental
setup using the robot and the sensitivity study based on
simulated data are detailed and discussed. Finally, concluding
remarks are provided in the last section.
II. METHOD
The method presented in this paper adapts a standard hand-
eye calibration algorithm [7], [8] to estimate the rigid trans-
formation X from US volume frames to the robot coordinate
system. A phantom is used to acquire all the necessary US
volumes and robot positions. As it is represented in Fig.1
we respectively use an US volume registration algorithm
and the kinematic model of the robot to obtain the Ai and
Bi matrices. Ai are the transformations from the current
3D US volume to a reference US volume acquired at the
beginning of the experiment. Bi are the transformations from
the current 3D US probe position to the robot coordinate
system. The calibration matrix X is then obtained by solving
the problem AX = XB with a minimum number of three
measures with different rotations and translations.
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Fig. 1. Application of the hand-eye calibration problem with a robot probe
holder and a 3D US probe.
A. Replacing the 3D localizers systems
In the standard calibration methods found in the literature
a tracking system is used to obtain the position of the US
probe in the localizer reference frame. Rigid trackers (usually
called rigid bodies) are fixed on the 3D US probe. The rigid
bodies provide the Bi transformations (Fig.1). Some methods
track the phantom using another rigid body to obtain the
transformation between the localizer and the phantom, i.e
the Ai transformation (Fig.1). If the phantom is not tracked
itself, then a registration method is used to register the US
volumes between each other. Our method does not require
any additional 3D localizer by using:
• a 3D US registration method,
• a phantom specifically designed for the calibration,
• the kinematic model of a robot.
The 3D US volume registration was used to compute the
Ai transformations. This registration method is provided by
the Urostation (Koelis, La Tronche, France). It is the same
algorithm used during TRUS biopsy session. The registration
accuracy of this application is 0.8mm.
A phantom made up of PolyVinyl Chloride (PVC) [9] was
built with a prostate casting from a segmented MRI, see
Fig. 2 a). Its size is 16cm x 12cm x 9cm. The phantom
was built with a target Young Modulus of 150kPa. For this
experiments the same phantom is used for the calibration
and the acquisitions. As a result, the speed of sound in PVC
may not be taken into account for this evaluation. A series
of clay beads with a diameter smaller than 2mm were added
in the phantom in order to compute a targeting error after
the calibration process (section II-B).
The kinematic model of a robot, developed by [5], was
used to obtain the Bi transformations. The use of the
robot instead of a 3D localizer is possible because the 3D
US probe is rigidly fixed to the robot arm. The rotations
and the translations of the probe are therefore taken into
account in the robot’s kinematic model. A reference position
(orientation and translation) of the probe can be computed
at any time in the robot coordinate system, which then can
be used to solve the hand-eye problem.
B. Measuring the calibration error
To measure an error in the calibration process, the proper-
ties of our PVC phantom are used. The beads are manually
segmented in the US volumes, Fig.2 b), and then projected
in the robot coordinate system thanks to the X matrix
obtained by the hand-eye calibration and the Bi matrices
measured during the acquisitions. The Root Mean Square
(RMS) targeting error is then computed as the distance of
each projected bead to the mean position in the robot frame:
RMS =
√∑n
i=1
∑m
j=1(Q
j
R − Pˆ jiR)2
n.m
where QjR =
1
n
∑n
i=1 Pˆ
j
iR is the mean position of the j
th
bead in the robot frame and Pˆ jiR is the estimated position of
the jth bead in the ith US volumes transformed to the robot
coordinate system. Note that Pˆ jiR = Bi.X
−1.Pˆ jiUS , where
Pˆ jiUS is the position of the bead j manually segmented in
the US volume frame i.
a) b)
Fig. 2. (a) The specifically designed phantom contains glass beads and a
look-alike prostate. (b) Beads and prostate are visible in the US images and
can be manually segmented.
C. Generation of virtual bench tests
To perform the sensitivity study, we developed a specific
tool in the CamiTK framework [10] to generate synthetic
data sets and add some noise to them. Virtual reference
frames symbolizing respectively the robot and the reference
US volume are randomly generated. Then, a virtual tool
composed of two reference frames, where the generated
X transformation between these two coordinate systems is
known, is displaced randomly in the scene. Each frame of
the tool is computed in the virtual robot frame and in the
virtual reference volume frame to obtain the Ai and the Bi
matrices. A combination of Gaussian or Uniform noise can
be added randomly to these virtual acquisitions in rotations
and/or translations. Finally we solved the hand-eye problem
to obtain the calibration matrix X and observe the impact of
the noise on this matrix. This method mimics the experiments
with the actual robot in terms of rotations and translations. To
study the impact of the manual segmentation step, nine points
are generated in the reference US volumes and computed
in each new US volume. To have realistic data set, these
points represent a cube and its centroid of a size similar to a
classical TRUS volume. A Gaussian noise is added to these
points to study the impact of the segmentation noise.
III. EXPERIMENTS
On the basis of the previous feasibility study, we decided
to evaluate the calibration method with both synthetic and
real data sets to respectively observe the impact of the
noise in the calibration process and the ability of the robot
to precisely track the probe movements. Each subsection
presents the experimental setup, the results and the related
discussion.
A. Impact of the segmentation
To study the impact of the segmentation error on RMS 12
virtual acquisitions were generated. Gaussian noise is added
progressively to the synthetic point coordinates from σ = 0
to σ = 1 by step of 0.1. Fig.3 presents the variation of RMS
in function of the additional noise.
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Fig. 3. RMS in function of the segmentation additional noise.
The graph clearly shows that the quality of segmentation
impacts the final calibration error. In our previous study, we
observed that the error due to the manual segmentation was
ranged from 1 to 1.5 voxels, where voxel size was 0.57mm x
0.57mm x 0.57mm. The maximum deviation error of a man-
ually segmented bead was consequently between 0.99mm
and 1.48mm. Fig.3 shows that such a segmentation error is
equivalent to a centered gaussian noise ranged from 0.5mm
to 0.9mm STD in the final RMS .
If we crosscheck these results with our previous calibration
results, the error induced by the segmentation can stand for
up to 50% of the total RMS . It also means that with a perfect
calibration the accuracy of the clinical application is highly
dependent on the US volumes and segmentation quality.
B. Impact of the kinematic model and the image registration
To study the impact of the kinematic model and the
image registration on RMS 150 set of 20 virtual acquisitions
were generated with a translation motion range of [-5; 5]cm
and a rotation range of [0; 60]o. Gaussian noise is added
progressively to the 150 sets from σ = 0 to σ = 1 by step
of 0.1, generating in total 33,000 acquisitions, each including
a couple of noisy Ai and Bi. The noise mimics the volume
registration noise in the Ai transformations and the noise
induced by the robot sensors in the Bi transformations. For
each of the 1,650 sets, RMS was computed depending on the
number of acquisitions used in the hand-eye algorithm, using
4, 8, 12, 16 or 20 acquisitions. Fig.4 presents the root mean
square of the RMS errors in function of the additional noise
level and the number of acquisition used for the calibration
in the case of an exact segmentation.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the calibration error when Gaussian noise is gradually
added to the Ai and the Bi transformations.
The graph shows that the noise in Ai and Bi transfor-
mations impacts the calibration results and that RMS also
depends on the number of acquisitions used to solve the
AX = XB system. Although using only 4 acquisitions for
the calibration step would be faster in a medical application,
the resulting error would be high. While using 8 acquisitions
seems better, it shows more noise sensitivity with some
local peaks. Using 12 or more acquisitions does not change
significantly the resulting error. The difference range in
RMS for the calibration performed with 12, 16 and 20
acquisitions is less than 0.12mm.
Twelve acquisitions seem to be a good compromise to
obtain a robust and accurate result while minimizing the
acquisition time required by this step.
C. Robot Experiments
For the first experiments using the robot probe holder and
the dedicated phantom a series of 14 acquisitions were made,
that includes 14 kinematic states of the robot and 14 US
volumes. Acquisitions 1 to 12 were used to solve the AX =
XB problem. Five beads were then manually segmented in
eight US volumes used to solve the hand-eye algorithm (i.e.,
v1 to v8) in order to evaluate the accuracy of the process.
Two other US volumes independent of the calibration process
were also used to assess the robustness of the calibration (i.e.,
v9 and v10). Fig.5 shows RMS for each segmented beads
for volumes v1 to v10.
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Fig. 5. RMS for each segmented beads for volumes v1 to v10.
TABLE I
RMS FOR FIVE SEGMENTED BEADS.
RMS Min Max Std
All US volumes 2.34 0.87 3.82 0.73
Without v5 US volume 2.12 0.84 3.31 0.61
RMS for this experiment is 2.34mm with a standard
deviation of 0.73mm, see Table I. Fig 5 shows that the
maximum targeting error is given by the US volume v5. The
errors can come from the registration step, the segmentation
step or can be dependent to the experimental setup (for
instance it can be due to the physical constraints applied
to the end-effector of the robot). If we consider volume v5
as an outlier, RMS can notably be improved to 2.12mm.
Compared to the literature, our results of 2.34mm with
the targeting point error are very encouraging. [1], [11] and
[4] respectively found a RMS targeting point error of 3.5mm
by using 12 2D images, 2.37mm with 56 US volumes and
2.0mm with 36 US volumes. These hand-eye methods use
accurate 3D localizers to obtain Bi matrices and registration
tools to obtain Ai matrices. The comparison of these results
with our sensitivity study shows that the RMS can rise
sharply with a rotation and a translation noise (lesser than
respectively σ = 0.5o and σ = 0.5mm) induced by the
robot sensors and by the registration tool. Compared to our
previous work, the use of a robot instead of a 3D localizer
generates an error of approximately 0.5mm. This error might
mainly be induced by the use of the robot sensors but it is
acceptable compared to the calibration results using a tracker
device found in the literature.
On the basis of these results, other paths can be explored
to improve our method such as the design of a better and
more echogenic phantom to have the possibility to segment
automatically shapes and points and to improve the regis-
tration. During medical interventions using a 3D US probe,
the number of acquisitions is limited. As a consequence, the
hand-eye calibration problem cannot be solved with a high
number of positions to have a robust X matrix. Rejection
criteria algorithms could so be implemented to eliminate
acquisitions considered as outliers due to a bad registration
[4] or induced by a noise in the robot.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed the first results of a new method to
calibrate an ultrasound probe held by a robot by using the
robot kinematic model and the image registrations as inputs
of a hand-eye calibration problem. Unlike most of ultrasound
probe calibration methods found in the literature, our method
does not require any additional 3D localizer. Despite the use
of less accurate systems compared to tracking devices, the
resulting precision is good. Generated and real experiments
have been performed to evaluate the performance of our
method. Numerically, the calibration with 12 acquisitions
seems to be enough as shown in our experiments. Finally,
the trade-off between the ease of use of the method and the
resulting RMS targeting error of 2.34mm is very encourag-
ing.
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